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Delft, May 25, 2020

Corona protocol DSZ WAVE

Dear members,

Since March 2020, the corona crisis has hit Dutch sports, and with it DSZ WAVE, incredibly hard. As
a result of that, (nearly) all association activities have been cancelled. However, there is some light
at the end of the tunnel, since associations can slowly and carefully restart their activities if they have
the proper protocols and measures in place. Also DSZ WAVE will start its swimming- and water polo
practices again on Tuesday, May 26th.

In the letter below, the coronavirus protocol of DSZ WAVE is elaborated on. Please read this carefully
and join one of the zoom information sessions before coming to practice.

1 Before reopening

Please make yourselves aware of the contents of this protocol and read it carefully. Pose any questions
you have to the board.

This protocol will be available for you via email, WhatsApp and on dsz-wave.nl/downloads.

Also, before you come to practice, you must attend either one of the two zoom meetings where the
protocol is explained. The dates for these meetings have been communicated earlier. If you can’t
make it to either of them (we strongly recommend you do!) please send an email to the board if you
want to practice.

2 Capacity of practices

Before getting into detail on the protocols that are in effect in the pools, it needs to be made clear
that the capacity of all practices gets reduced in order to facilitate the measures of this protocol.

The capacity of all practices in the pools will be reduced to 12 people per practice, not including the
trainer and a corona-coordinator. These last two people will not enter the water.

For Kerkpolder, the reduction of the capacity is based on the assumption that a person has a width
of 0.5 metres, and then needs 1.5 metres between him and the next swimmer. In this 25 metre pool
the capacity is therefore 12.

For Sportfondsen, the reduction of the capacity is based on the assumption that a 25 metre lane can
accommodate three people swimming in one direction. Mathematically, more people would fit in a
lane, but considering speed differences and time required to switch lanes, three is seen as a maximum.
Therefore this practice is also limited to 12 people.
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2.1 Swimming

Practices will be shortened to 30 minutes, in order to allow for two practices per day. You need to sign
up for a practice and a group (first half or second half) through the regular training sign-up system
on dsz-wave.nl/trainingen. Sign-up for both practices will open every day at 13:00.

You are not allowed to practice more than once per week. This way, we keep enough space for all
people to practice.

Because of the nature of the practices in Sportfondsen (this will be explained in Section 6) practices
in this pool will be divided by speed. Those who usually swim in lanes 1 and 2 in Sportfondsen must
come to the first half of the practice, and those who usually swim in lanes 3 and 4 must come to the
second half.

For Kerkpolder these limitations do not apply. For an overview, see Table 1.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
First half Lanes 1 & 2 all levels all levels Lanes 1 & 2 Lanes 1 & 2

Second half Lanes 3 & 4 all levels all levels Lanes 3 & 4 Lanes 3 & 4

Table 1: Division of swim practices

2.2 Water polo

Water polo players will be divided per team and only have one practice a week. The normal Monday
practice will be cut up in three shifts of 30 minutes, with the teams assigned to them in Table 2.

1 June 8 June 15 June 22 June
22:00 - 22:30 x H1 D1 H2
22:30 - 23:00 x H2 H1 D1
23:00 - 23:30 x D1 H2 H1

Table 2: Division of water polo practices

Water polo players are allowed to join swim practices if there is no water polo one. However, water
polo players are also not allowed to practice more often than once per week.

Water polo beginners have to practice with the swimmers, but are also not allowed to practice more
than once per week.

Even though the water polo practices are divided by team, you are still required to sign up through
the website via dsz-wave.nl/trainingen.

2.3 Triathlon

On-campus activities are not allowed to start yet. The running practices will start on Tuesday, June
2nd with the meeting point in front of the Kerkpolder pool. Running practices don’t count for the
maximum of 1 practice per week. This means that triathletes can run and swim once per week.

For the running practice, the same limit of 12 people per practice applies and runners will also need
to sign up via the DSZ WAVE website for these practices. Also for this practice counts: stay home if
you meet any of the requirements in Section 10, keep your distance and go home after the practice.
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3 Basic rules

These basic rules apply to all DSZ WAVE practices until further notice. Everyone must adhere to these
or otherwise they will be refused admission to further practices.

• You must always keep at least 1.5 metres distance to any other person.

• If you match any of the requirements stated in Section 10 must stay home.

• You always have to sign up for practices online.

• Use of any of the showers, toilets or other sanitary facilities is not allowed in the pools.

• You are not allowed to practice more often than once a week. This will be checked by the board.

• You must follow instructions by the board of DSZ WAVE and the trainers at all time.

4 Before coming to practice

Before coming to a practice, you must follow the following steps in this order before:

1. Make sure that you have a bag big enough to hold all of your clothing (including shoes and
coat) in the pool.

2. Make sure that you have an easily recognisable or personalised water bottle. Pieces of tape or
hair ties around the bottle are sufficient.

3. Make sure that you have signed up for the practice and correct time slot via the website. Sign-up
will open every day at 13:00. Corona-coordinators or trainers will check if members have signed
up for the practice.

4. Fill your their water bottle at home.

5. Shower and go to the toilet at home just before leaving for the pool.

6. Put on your swim suits at home. You are allowed to wear other clothing over your swim suits.

5 Arriving at the pool

Once you arrive at the pool, you have to stich to the following steps. Trainers and staff must arrive a
little earlier in order to facilitate these steps, whilst keeping to the base rules. Please check Section 12
for a map of the routing through both of the pools.

1. You may not arrive at the pool any earlier than 10 minutes before the practice starts, but also
no later than the start of the practice. Late members will not be admitted into the pool.
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Zwembad Kerkpolder

2. Go through the gate by the side of the pool
and wait in the playground.

3. Once corona-coordinator opens the door
from the bar to the playground, you may
come in.

4. Enter the bar via the side door, and take
off your shoes in the bar.

5. Use the provided hand sanitiser to disinfect
your hands.

6. Enter the pool through the door in the bar
and go to one of the marked spots by the
side of the pool.

7. At these spots, you may take off the rest of
their non-swimming clothing and store it in
their bag.

Sportfondsenbad

2. Enter the pool through the regular
entrance.

3. After entrance, turn left and pass through
the table area into the changing rooms
behind it.

4. Here, you must take off your shoes.

5. Disinfect your hands with the provided
disinfectant and proceed.

6. Enter the pool and go to one of the marked
spots by the side of the pool.

7. At these spots, you may take off the rest of
their non-swimming clothing and store it in
their bag.

All pools

8. Wait at your spot until you are given the signal to proceed.

9. Store your bag at the allocated spots.

10. Finally, line up along the pool according to the instructions given by the corona-coordinator.

6 During practice

The type of practice will differ per pool and are elaborated below. However, during all practices, the
following rules always apply:

• No use of the toilets in the pool is allowed, except when extremely necessary.

• No refilling of water bottles in the pool is allowed.

• A minimum distance of 1.5 metres between all people must at all times be observed.

• The use of any materials (water polo balls, pull buoys, paddles, et cetera) is not allowed. This
also applies to personal items.

• Nobody may drink from anything other than their own personal water bottle.

• Any person in the water must wear swimming goggles due to the raised levels of chlorine in the
pool. These levels are safe, but higher than most people are used to and people cannot wash
out their eyes in the pool.

• Staff must keep 1.5 metres horizontal distance to swimmers. They are therefore not allowed to
stand on start blocks, close to the waters’ edge or above the swimmers in any other way.

• Spectating is not allowed.

At any practice, two staff members are allowed to be present: one trainer and one corona-coordinator
checking for compliance with this protocol. During the first two weeks this will be a board member,
after that it might be a trainer as well. Please see Section 8.
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In Kerkpolder, practices will take place across the width of the pool. This way, members can line up
and rest along the sides without coming close to other people.

At Sportfondsen, the pool is too narrow and too shallow at one side to make people continuously
swim across its width. This poses extra challenges and risks, which will be dealt with as follows:

• You will swim in regular lanes, but only in one direction. Lanes 2 and 3 will be used for swimming
towards the sauna-side of the pool, and lanes 1 and 4 used for swimming the other way.

• Swimmers are already divided by speed per practice in Sportfondsen (see Section 2), but may also
be divided into a faster and slower group by the trainer to further minimalise speed differences.

• You must start and finish on allocated spots in the pool as soon as a trainer whistles. For
example: in lane 1 a swimmer will start at the side, a swimmer will start at the middle and
one will start at the end. They start swimming from those positions and whenever the trainer
whistles, they must stop where they are and not finish their lane.

• Again, keep your social distance and overtaking is not allowed.

• You must always swim in the middle of your lane.

7 After practice

After a practice has ended, you have to follow the following steps in this order. Again, keep a minimum
distance of 1.5 metres.

1. As soon as practice finishes, you must leave the water, pick up your bag and proceed to the
changing rooms immediately. Showering is not allowed and changing rooms are limited to 6
(Kerkpolder) or 4 (Sportfondsen) per room.

- Note: in Kerkpolder there are not enough changing rooms to let everyone change at the
same time. You have to wait by the grandstand (tribune) side of the pool for a spot in the
changing room.

2. Once you have changed into their own clothes, leave the building immediately through the main
entrance (for the routing, please check Section 12) and go home. No hanging around is allowed.

8 Checks for compliance with this protocol

At every practice, a corona-coordinator will always be present to check for compliance with this
protocol. This corona-coordinator will be recognisable by his or her yellow high-visibility vest and is
not allowed to join the practice.

This corona-coordinator will make sure that members do not meet any of the criteria mentioned in
Section 10, that they have signed up for practice, keep their distance and adhere to all other rules
stated in this protocol. People who do not stick to these rules may be sent home and/or refused entry
to later practices. The corona coordinator will also open all doors for members so that they don’t have
to do so themselves.

The corona-coordinator can be a trainer or board member, and instructions given by this coordinator
must be followed at all times.
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9 First aid

In line with the measures stated by the Dutch Red Cross on their website (Nederlandse Rode Kruis,
2020), the protocol for applying first aid is adjusted. This protocol makes a difference between helping
people with a suspected COVID-19 infection, and people without. Since people with a suspected
infection are not allowed to attend practices, the following protocol for adults with no suspection of
an infection applies.

Please note that the safest way of applying first aid is not having to apply it at all. Please avoid all
accident prone activities such as using the diving board or running in the pool at all times.

• Hands must be washed thoroughly by both the first aider and the patient before and after any
treatment, if the patient is able to do so. This includes applying small bandages or plasters.

• When resuscitating, chest compressions and the use of an AED is allowed. Mouth-to-mouth
breathing is not allowed in any case, not even with special breathing masks and/or tubes.

• Touching the head of a patient is not allowed.

• A patient can only be helped by a maximum of two first aiders.

• Breathing functions of a patient can only be checked by looking at a patient.

• Airways of patients are not allowed to be opened.

• These rules come on top of all the standard first aid rules. Please check the Red Cross website
for the complete set of regulations.

10 Refusing access to the pool

Access to the pool will be denied to the following people:

• People that have not attended either one of the two information sessions or have made their
understanding of this protocol clear to the board in written form.

• People that have not changed into their swim suits at home.

• People that have not signed up for the practice beforehand.

• People that have already attended a practice that week.

• People with a nose cold, runny nose, sneezing, throat ache, light coughs or a body temperature
above 38 oC.

• People who have housemates with body temperatures above 38 oC and/or breathing issues.

• Any of the following risk groups (RIVM, 2020):

– People with chronic lung or respiratory issues that are so severe that they are under
treatment of a pulmonologist.

– People with chronic heart diseases that are so severe that they are under treatment of a
cardiologist.

– People with a bad case of diabetes and/or complications linked to diabetes.

– People with a kidney disease that need dialysis or are waiting for a kidney transplantation.

– People with reduced resistance against infection because they are using medicine for
autoimmune diseases

– People who have undergone an organ or stem cell transplantation.
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– People without a spleen, with a malfunctioning spleen or with some form of blood related
disease.

– People with a reduced resistance against infection because they are using medicines that
reduce their resistance.

– Cancer patients that have had some form of chemo therapy in the last 3 months.

– People undergoing treatment for malfunctions in their immune system.

– People with an hiv-infection that are still undergoing treatment or with a CD4 number
< 200/mm2.

– People with severe liver diseases or malfunctions.

– People with extreme obesity (BMI > 40).

11 Closing remarks

With this, we hope to have informed all of you enough in order to be able to restart practices safely.
We are in this together, and together we can restart practices and keep them safe. Please show
understanding for each other and this protocol.

We will start with this protocol now and evaluate it regularly and adjust it where needed. Once
anything changes, you will be informed by email.

For any questions, comments, or praise, feel free to contact a board member.

Stay safe, and stay healthy.

On behalf of the Board of DSZ WAVE,

Auke Molenkamp
Chairman
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12 Routing

When entering the pool, follow the red lines and the trainer’s instructions. When leaving, do the same
over the green lines.

Figure 1: Routing for both of the pools. Red is entry, green is leaving.

(a) Routing Kerkpolder (b) Routing Sportfondsenbad
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